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Through ,the Eye of a Needle: The Edito;""; Page

The activities outlined in this issue should explain whyjt is a bit late in
coming out. I knew this would happen/wn'ich is why your membership actually
lasts for four issues rather than two calendar years.
I expect the next
issue will be pubLished on time.
Incidentally, subscrjbe:rs should let us
know if they want ~thetr subscription to begih with the first issue or the
current one; as long as we have back copies we can run your membership
~ither way, but we must know what you want.
'~:This new year (1987) is shaping up as another busy and productive one.
In
t~e"firstwe~k in January I went to New York City to spend some time with
Leohard Gorelick and John Gwinnett.
W~ examined stone
(and some glass)
beads. ,from Ma'ntai, Sri Lanka, and they: showed me a cast of a multiple
perforated j'triaL piece" from Arikamedu which I had furnished them. It was
,a thrill
see this on the screen of the scanning electron microscope and
to watch this incredible machine in action. The picture shows beyond a
doubt that the piece had been drilled with a double diamond point" the
'~a~liest one thus far documented, and we are now working together to try to
trace the development of this important technological step.
They also
furnished me with my own kit for making impressions of perforations so that
I can send more data to them. I was also pleased to meet with Ralph and
Rose Solecki at Columbia U. They showed me beads they excavated at Shanidar
Cave and Zawi Chemi in Iraq which are about 10,500 years old, and have asked
me to study them in the future.
Several other projects involving important
archaeological materials are underway and wiLL be duly reported on in future
",
issues.
I ~m planning on a preliminary research tour into Mexico and
Central Amer~ca in the spring, and expect th~t this will prove fruitful. ,
~;" 'As for some of our other activities, the Center has initiated a small
~ewsletter, the S~EDBEAD, with a circulation limited to the leaders of the
Bead S~cieties, profession~L societies, and other bead institutions. The~e
are n6~'~7 such gr6ups, and there has been Little interaction between them;
it is hoped that the SEEDBEAD will serve as a channe,l of communication.
I
am also'moving ahead on the Southeast Asian glass bead project.
A somewhat
lengthy introduction to the problems and some proposed solutions to the
complexity of beads in this region is near completion.
We are aLso planning another Bead Tour of India, most likely in October of
this year. Last year's tour went very well, except that members felt that
there ~as not quite enough time in each place we visited. We are rectifying
that by extending the tour ,one week to three, whi ch adds a' day to each major
stop. Anyone interested in. ~he tour should contact us.
This issue is'so crowded that there is no room for our "New at the Center"
feature. Actually so much'is new, especially in the way of , literature, that
it would be little more' than a bibliography.
The library has been greatLy
enhanced,
with many -new books and severaL hundred arti~les, "gathered in
Poona, Hong Kong, and Los Angeles, with Robert Liu, ELizabeth Harris, and C.
Margabandhu being particularly helpful.
rhe saddest recent: news' has been the death of Gerald B. Fenstermaker
shortly afte~ his 90th birthday. As a pioneer in bead .studies and an always
.
. enthusiatic and helpful friend, 'he wilL~b~ g~eatly iisi~d.
finally, I want to personally express my thanks for your support of the
work we 'a re doing here.
I trust that we have not di'sappoi rited ,you, and you
are enjoying the results of the most intens'ive bead resear'ch program going.
We need to expand out support, and you could furtW~r ~elp by urging friends
and organizations to become members or patrons of the Center or with
supplement~Ldonations, including those earmarked f~r s~ecific proj~cts.
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ARIKAMEDU
IMPLICATIONS

3

BEAD
CENSUS:
FOR
BEAD
STUDIES

Arikamedu, an ar~haeOlOgiCal site in Pondicherry, the former French enclave
on the southeast coast of India, is important to bead history.
In its time
(250 BC to AD 200). it was a major bead producer, and its role in ancient
trade is undersco'r~d by its having been a Roman emporium, a city outside the
Empire'where Citizens.Lived to conduct trade with a foreign nation.
The French first noticed the site; surface collections were made and some
trenches d~g. R.E.M. Wheeler, the last British director of the Archaeologi
cal Survey of India, conducted a summer's campaign there, notable for the
Indian ~\rchaeolo~iists he t~ain:d~ and for his infl~ential report. Less ~ell
known~ although Just as sClentlflc and more extenslve,
were the excayatl0ns
by J.~M. Casal a ifew years later. Arikamedu has not been dug since, although
the need to 're-hcavate is appreciated, and recent interest by several
scholars has caus~d a major reassessment of the site.
The excavated beads have been somewhat scattered.
Wheeler's finds were
deposited in' Delhi, although no one seems to know where are now.
A few
Indian museums have small collections, and there are so~e private surface
collections.
Ho~ever, most of the material is at the Pondicherry Museum,
where it has long! lain in obscurity. My preliminary survey of the beads was
~ade in 1981.
Ih 1984 I was asked to display them in a form accessible to
the publit. I d~signed cases for the Museum, explaining the importance of
A~ikamedu .. in bea~ history, how glass and stone beads were made, and ho~
~rchaeolo~ists st~d~ beads.
A guide book to the displays is now iQ press.
In 1986 I spent a month cataloguing, counting, weighing, classifying,
bagging, and labeling some 50,000 beads and wasters in both glass and'stone.
This Arikamedu B~ad Census (ABC) is the largest examination of an ancient
beadmaking site e~er conducted. The results are now tabulated and a detailed
report will be pu~lished in the' near future. What follows are highlights oi
the 'project ind spme of findings with wide application to bead studies.
,1\

I

Glass Beads: The

~ndo-Pacific

Beads

The majority of Arikamedu beads are small monochromes (under 6 mm diameter),
made from glass tubes~ cut int6 short sections, an~ rounded by being' stirred
over heat. Theyiare similar to drawn beads found in countries all around
the Indiah and we~tern Pacific Oceans from South Africa to Korea, dating
from, the .second century BC to about 1500, when European beads flooded the
region. I call them "Indo-Pacific Beads."
Indo-Pacific be~ds were apparently produced elsewhere in Asia: Thailand,
Malaysia, Indones~a, and Sri .Lanka (the latter was a majot producer in the
Middle Ages; a report is being prepared), but India was the earliest maker.
The Arikamedu refuse provides' evidence for the way they were made.
It is a
process similar to that used today in Papanaidupet, Andhra Pradesh.
The technique for drawing tubes is unique to southern India.
As it is
complex, and has l been described in several other publications, I shall not
detail it here. : It does not use a blowpipe to stretch out a hollow gather
of glass.
Rathe~, it requires two furnaces: one to make glass and another
to draw tubes. A'dozen' men work through the night with specialized tools to
:draw out continuous tubing from a gather weighing up to 50 kgs.
~ lh~,tomplexity ·of the technique makes it
unlikely to have been invented
twice, hence: 1.1 The Papanaidupet beadmakers are the descendants, at least
technically of thbse of Arikamedu; this industry is more than 2200 years old
I
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in ~outhern India~ 2. ijherever else these beads were made, the beadmakers
must have been Indians; the system is too.complex to have been introduced
without engaging the whole complement of workers.
Glass Beads of Other Types
O:ther '-glass beads were made at Arikamedu using the same drawn tubes (or
CaDeS) used for Ind'o-Pacific beads.
Translucent blue-green and blue beads
~,~e made from tubes cut:into longi~h segments,
reheated, and shaped into
faceted cylinders, oblates, and bicones.
Collared beads, with a bi.t of
ext~a mat~ria( around the apertures, were made in the sam~ way, mostly from
'opaque red tubes. They were sectioned and grooves made into the ends. Some
were left as is and others were flattened to make more prominent collars.
Black spherical beads were made by joining together two segments of bLack
glass rods~
These have a joint on one side and a patch of glass opposite,
~pparently fro~ the ends of the rods.
Precisely how this was done has not
~et'been determined. Unpe~forated black canes were the raw materials, and a
s~all' square clay object (~a. 6 x 7 x 1 cm)
with 9 round depressions may
have served as half a mold for such beads.
~< :'Thus, there were three minor glass bead industries. using drawn glass as
~aw material and pro~ucing products different from the common Indo-Pacific
h~ads.· 'These subsidiary industries would have required specialized workers
of ' their own.
The limited chronological data we h~:lVe indicate that the
~ollar beads are older types,
while the pressed blue-green and bLue beads
were not m!de before th~ second century AD, toward the end of the site's
occupation.'
.

.

Stone Beadmaking: An Unreported Technique

.
I

Semipriciousstone beads were as important to Ari kamedu' ,as gLass ones. The
ABC found di.sfinct methods were used for making stone beads. One is simi Lar
to the· process known elsewhere in which crude roughoutswere chipped and
theh ground into final shape, perforated, and finaLLy polished.
However~ over half of the crystalline quartz (rock c~ystal, amethyst,
and
citrine) was treated quite differently•. Instead of being ground, r,oughouts
Next the
were battered o~ pecked on the surface to make a bead blank.
pecked blanks were polished, and only afterwards were they perforated.
A
few beads of carnelian, agate, or prase w~re treated this way, but the
method was used principally on the crystalline material (roc.k crystal
accounted for ihal fof all the stone material on the site).
These two parallel but contrasting methods of beadmaking suggest more than
one beadmaking tradition and more than one group of beadmakers.
Both
methods were in use by 25 AD. Stone beadmaking began ai early as 250 BC,
but there is yet no evidence for which technique was the earlier.
Stone Beadmaking, Beadmaking Tools, and Techniques

.

,

Arikamedu was an innovator of stone beadmaking techniques.
Earlier bead
makin'g centers such as Kotal ingala (Andhra Pradesh, 5th to 1st century BC)
soaked banded agate beads in honey or sugar water and heated them to make
brown andwhi~e onyx. 'The banded agate at Arikamedu was also transformed
into onyx, but here it is black and white, suggesting the use of sulphuric
acid, and not ~erely ~eat, after the sugar soaking.
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The'~~me~~e amouhtlof bead ~~teriaL from Arikamedu alone is enough to ins~re
it's positio'n as a great beadmaking center of the past.' However, the' ABC has
r~~ealed complex~ties in the industry not hitherto apparent. In addition t9
the Indo-Pacific beads, glass beadmakers produced collar beads, foLded
b~ads~ and a'variety of pressed beads.
Among the stone beadmakers, there
w~ri two different!methods used to produce beads.
Ar'ikameduwas also a center of innovations in beadmaking. It appears to
have been the first place where glass tubes were made in quantity and may
have been the earliest producer of bLack onyx and citrine.
We have also
Learneo more aboutjthe tools used in the stone beadmaking process, including
double diamond drill bits and chipping points of crystalline quartz.
More investigati~ns, including more scientific testing of material on loan
from Museum for stGdy, are currently underway. The fuLL publication of the
resul~s of the ABC1can be expected within the ~ear.
"",.'
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also the first site known to have produced citrine (golden
quartz) in qu;antitY. Citr;ne is artificially induceD oj' ned\.lng dmetnyst ln
a complex t~o-step'process~ Earlier sites abound in ,amethyst, but Arikamedu
mastered (or invented?) the method of turning amethyst into citrineD
"Diamond dri lls we're certainly used at Arikamedu. India must have-been the
inventor of this drilling process, as it was the source for all diamonds· in
antiquity, a'nd had the most active stone beadmaking incHYstry (a report on
diamond dills ;s 'b~ing 'prepared).
The ABC identified quartz, citrine, and'
amethyst sc~ap pi~ces dri~led partly through in up to, nine places.
These
were' apparently testing pieces, either for a newly -fixed dri II bit or for
appre'nti'ces to prattice upon. With the permission of the Pondicherry Museum
I t60k'rin~ of these pieces to Drs. John Gwinnett and Leonard Gorelick, well
~\~nown fo~ their w~rk on drilling processes [1981J.
We examined it with a
scanning ~lectr6n'microscope, and confirmed that it h~d been drilled with
a double diamond bit, the oldest one thus far known. They also suspect that
the pecking of thetroughouts might have been done with a diamond point.
Quartz (and ametnyst) crystals flaked to make them thiQ and pointed, and
badly battered'at ~heir points, may have been:tools for' ch~pping beads. One
such point was fou~d earlier at Kotalingala, and'three points at Arikamedu.
It~is-not yet cLea~ whether the points were fixed (as ifon stakes are today)
or- (if seems 'more ~ikely) mounted like a hammer head, but our understanding
of' h6~'thi ~ncients chipped stone is now a bit cleafe~~
Arika~~duis

.,
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F.U R THE REV IDE NeE

Chinese GiassBeads: A Review of the Evidence (hereafter called CGB:RE), was
published in early 1986.
It collated the data in Western languages on the
subject, but at the tim,e I remarked that two things were still needed: more
work in Chinese archives, and a visit to China by a bead researcher.
I had
no idea then that soon I would be visiting China myself in the fall.
More work still· needs to be done in order to fully. understand the history
of Chinese glass beads, and this should include another research tour.
However, work in several major Libraries (Hong Kong U., Chinese U. of Hong 
Kong, and U.C.L~A.) has revealed that the CGB:RE survey was fairly complete.
Nonetheless, some new material has emerged from the research tour, ahd some
of.our earlier conclusions can be refined. Here we shall group the new daia
according to the questions posed in CGB:RE. Readers of CGB:RE wi lL note
that the Pinyin transliteration system has replaced the Wad~-Giles system.

What are the origins of Chinese gLass?
As CGB:RE discussed, glass in
China~dates baCk some 3000 years, and Chinese researchers 'believe it was a .
local deveLopment.
Two white beads found near Louyang (Loyang) from the
11th century B.C. are the earliest glass now known in China, followed by
over '1000 glass beads .from nearby Baoji; analyses show these beads to be of
lead· glass with barium, confi rming Chinese manufacture, and strengthening
the idea, that ~etalworkers ~ade the first Chinese glass [Yang 1985:26J.
The earliest glass I saw was a shaLlow jade-green bowl or ink stone in the
Nanjing (Nan~ing) Museum, from Dan Tou, Great Harbor, Yantun. It was Eastern
Zhou in da'te; 1100 to 770 BC, and clearly a Chinese, not a Western artifact.
2. Was glas~ continually produced in China?
The evid~nce presented in
CGB:RE an~wered in the. affirmative. However, data remains scanty from the
end of the Han to the beginning of the Sui dynasties (200 to 586 AD). ,
Th.e, compLex eye beads various ly dated to the late Zhou (Chou) and early
Han Periods [CGB:RE:9-10J should be considered late Zhou, as all excavated
examples dat~ to th~t dynasty.
I was surprised to find in the Louyang,
Zhengzhou (capital of Hebei province~ and Beijing (Peking) Museums a total
of only four of these beads displayed.
3. What were the techniques used to produce glass beads? CGB:RE discussed
that glass beads may have been pinched from tubes in Tang times [p. 21J, if
the Chinese could . make glass tubes then. The tomb near Xian (Sian) of Li
J i ngxun (di ed '608), daughter of the Sui Emperor Xuan, contai ned severa l
bright green gl~~s objects, including a tube about 12 to 15 cm in length; it
is housed in-the Museum of Chinese History in Beijing. Ornamental tubes were
called guan, and are known from the Warring States period. The ability to
produce glass tubes certainly existed before the Tang dynasty.
Ming period beads in the same museum have different perforation deposits;
some have a white. powder used to separate the bead from the mandrel, a
technique used in Han times [CGB:RE:20, 22, 24J, others have black iron
oxide traces from the mandrel.
Not all beads were wound in the same way.
4. Where were the centers of beadmaking? Exciting news confirms Suzhou
(Soochow) as a beadmakerin the Song (Sung) period (960-1279). Translucent
blue, bright green, and opaqua red beads dangle from an elaborately carved
wooden pilLar housed in the Suzhou Museum.
The beads are quite simiLar to
those well known in the later bead trade: they are wound, of bubbly gLass,
with white perforation deposits. The piLlar was encased in two wooden boxes
in the third story iellar of the pagoda at Ruiguangsi, Suzhou.
Inside the
outer case is an inscription dated 1013. It has been described [Vue and Liao
1985:1813J, but its importance to the history of glass beadmaking had not
been recognized.
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0(' ang-shD, had been questi oned [see CGB:RE :16-17] •
However, Memoires
Concernant ••• des Ch!1nois [1777 2:477-9] discusses it, saying that an unnamed

Jesuit was inc'harige. Yang said missionaries began a sma.LL paLace workshop
which had onLy a smlaLL furnace before the mid-1700s,. when a Larger one was
buiLt; beads were npt Listed among its products [1985:27-8].
"
Boshan (Poshan), ~n Shantung (Shandong) Province~ is the, modern center of
beadmaking, but otrer cities made gLass beads, too.
Beadmaking in the
province'can be d~ted as earLy as 1637 [Sung 1966:308]. In Yenshing,
Shantung, beads, orhaments, and gLass rods and bricks were made and shipped
alL over the countr~ [Markham 1870:10-11]. Bangl,s, oftenaLLi~d to beads,
were made at 'Chi-n,ltn Fu (Shantung) and Ta-tung Fu (Gui zhou) [Mesney .1899:
51-2]. The,China Yearbook Listed gLass factories from 1922 to 1927, but not
at Boshan; gLass Q~naments were said to be made at Chefoo, modern Yantai
[Woodhead 1922:773-~; 1927:187-9].
CLearLy, Boshan was not the onLy gLass
beadmaking city in ~hina in the Last century.
Chu and Chu [1973:138] reported on gLass beadmaking in the hiLLs around
Guangzhou (Canton) ~
Gray's walking tours of Canton took hi s reader:s to
glass factories (in~Luding those for mirrors and bangLes), but to,no bead
makers [1875]; perh~ps these factories were simpLy not on his intinerary.
5. What is the evidence for the export of Chinese gLass beads?
De Morga
(ca. 1605) said 30 ~o 40 Chinese junks went to ManiLa annualLy with "[cLoth
goodsJdecorated wi~h glass beads or pearl trimmings ••• beads of all kinds,
strings of,co~nelians, and other beads and stones of all colours." [1971:
306]. This is another of severaL cases of exportation we have noted.
We might also loo:k at some imported glass beads into China. Especially in
the Later Han Perio~ (25 to 200 AD) many beads, mostLy Indo-Pacific beads
(~ei story in.ihis ~ssue on Arikamedu), were imported into southern China.
Necklaces ,in the ~uangzhou (Canton) Municipal and Guangdong (Kwangtung)
~rovincial' Museums dispLay them with other glass and stone beads •.
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SID E T RIPS
' ..

- In addition 'to ·the major study projects of Arikamedu and China,
.shortertrips this year were also profitable for bead research:

several

•

Baroda, Ujjain, and Delhi, India.

•

,CaLcuLated·to·discourage anyone from traveLing, with busses and trains that
; broke down or rieverarrived, and a storm that guaranteed a lingering coLd,
<this excursion.proved most productive.
At. Baroda., I examined the Harappan
(Indus Valley) beads from Banawali, Haryana,thanks to R.S. Bisht, in charge
of the Excavation Br,anch of the Archaeologic.aL Survey. This and material of
simila~ age :from KaLibangan examined in Delh~, has two outstanding features:
1.) The Harappans artificially darkened banded agate to make onyx. This
process invoLves soaking a bead in sugar water and heating it; the agates'
porous bands absorb the sugar, which caramelizes upon heating. Beck noted a
single treated bead from Harappa (1941:400], but the wide use of this
treatment in Harappan times had otherwise gone unnoticed.
2.)
Many faience beads are decorated with zones, circles, and even some
patterns resembling combed glass. Others are glazed; some cLosely resemble
The Harappans did not make glass, but it appeared shortly after
gLass.
them. At present we can only specuLate on the role of faience beadmakers in
the invention of Indian glass; a project to study this problem is underway •
.. With some staff members of M.S. University, Baroda we explored two sites
said to be of Harappan age and suspected to have b~en involved in suppLying
the Lothal lapidaries with agates (Francis 1982:8]. FieLd work south of the
Narmada River in Hansot district revealed only Early Historic, not Harappan
affinities at. Telod. Bhagatrav was more promising, with Harappan ceramics,
~but no sign of the bead trade.
Negative evidence has its value, too.
In Ujjain,I met with V.S. 'Wakankar, the discoveren of hundreds of Stone
Age rock paintings in central India. He is presentLy razing his famiLy home
to repLace it with a museum of locaL history.
Plans were laid to heLp him
catalogue his -immense bead collection from ancient Ujjain.
Ujjain and the
MaLwa region require more attention; the city is known to have been an agate
beadmaker in: EarLy Historic times (Francis 1982:11], ·but many neighboring
villages aLso made beads and must have played a role in this industry.
In Delhi, 1 spent several days with C. Margabandhu,~of·the Archaeological
Survey, wh.o .has Long been deepLy interested in beads •. Just before this trip
I had lectured to a seminar at Deccan ColLege, Poona,'attended by "the best
and.the brjghtest" archaeologists from around the country •. The overwhelming
response, . coupled with the enthusiasm I met on this trip, convinced me of
the need for a professional society of Indian bead .researchers. The founda
tions have been laid: a constitutionaL amendment proposed to the Society of
Be,d Researchers to allow affiliated chapters, and people who have ag~eed
to serve as the first officers: S.B. Deo of Deccan College as President, C.
Margabandhu as editor, and T. Gautamof M.S.U., Baroda as secretary.

•

<-Hong Kong
Hong Kong is not only the entry point for China; it has its own charms and
Bi LL Meacham was most hel'pful in intr.oducing me to
bead interests as wel L.
the ArchaeologicaL. Society, an amateur (in the best sense of the word) and
vigorous group, which is the center of activity there. Field trips to Lamma
and Cheung Chau islands were valuable in understanding regional prehistory.
After returning from China, I lectured to the Society: on the developing
Southeast Asian bead project.
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Few beads hale been excavated in Hong Kong.
EarLy in the century Finn
found some on Tam Kon Shan'isLand [SchofieLd 1975]; they have been scattered
with the rest o~ his coLlection.
RecentLy, a shipwreck at Sha Tsui (High
Island) yieLded a few beads, and I examined them in the ~ong Kong History
Museum.
There was a square biconical carnelian about 1.2 cm long and eight
I'ndo"'Pacific beads in red, dark and light bLue, green, and yellow.
A coin
(1078-1085) heL~s to date the wreck.
As i~ nearby Guangdong Province, the
Indo-Pacific beads were popular in southern China for a long time.
,A fascinating'spot is the daily op~n-air jade market, a!iveLy scene with
tourists buying: what they hope is jade for a pittance (the range of imita
tions is astounding), and Chinese, who deeply love the stone, bargaining or
~~guing the me1its of a parti cular piece.
It is one of. the great be,ad
m~rketsof the world. China forbids exporting artifacts over 120 years old,
and-H~ng Kong h.s the true antiques, but it is caveat emptor all the way. '
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New York

I

I
retu~ning

Sbon after
to the u.S. I went to N.Y.C. to meet John Carswell and
receive 2000+ beads excavated from Mantai, northern Sri Lanka, Tlle_site was
a major link inl the Medieval trade between Musli~ Lands and, China, an&the
beads reflect this role. Imports include an early', Medieval 'mosaic eye bead,
beads of lapis, land beads known from Southeast Asict~
MO.re imp,ortant is the
evidence of beadmaking: pearLs, sheLL, semiprecious stones, Indo-Pacific and
segmented drawn~gLass beads. The assemblage wilL shed considerabLe Light on
beads of this pE:riod ,and area, both of which are imperfectly unde'rstood, and
wiLL be reported iri greater detail when the cataLoguing is completed.
While in New IYork I also met Leonard,Gorelick to give him some Arikamedu
sam~Les to examine and to di~cuss our mutuaL interest in the history of the
diam'ond drill' Osee Arikamedu story].
At the Metropolitan Museum of Art I
interviewed Osc~r White Muscarella, who is active in the fight against site
Looting~ which ~as become a serious problem for beads in many areas of the
world.
He spo~e ~f the terrible loss of scientific knowledge whenever art
objects, whetheri ceramics, bronzes, or "even Litt Le beads,lIare pLundered. I
e~amined some be~ds excavated from' Nishapur, Iran.
The staff of. the IsLamic
Department wanted me to help catalogue them, a project of onLy about two
weeks, but Museum feLLowships do not provide for such short-term projects.
,j
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Rochester, New York
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On November 15 and 16, the Rochester Museum and Science Center held a SheLL
Bead conference'1 the second bead conference, the'y, have sponsored.
The con
ference brought together people from around the 'world who had been working
;n virtuaL isolafion on these understudied beads, aLthough sheLL might weLL
be the oLdest and most universaL of bead materials.
There is no room here
to even mentionlthe many fine papers presented; Bead Report 21 [Ornament]
Wi,Ll havi a ~ore, Lengthy review, and interested readers are urged to buy the
proceedings of t e Conference (RMSC, 657 East Avenue, Rochester NY 14603.)
i

'

Sources:
I
Beck, Horace C. (1940) IIReport on SeLected Beads from Harappa,1I in M.S.
Vats, Excavati6ns at Harappa, Bhartiya Publishing House, Varanasi, India.
Francis, Peter (1982) Indian Agate Beads, World of Beads Monograph Series 6,
Lapis Route Books, Lake PLacid.
SchofieLd, W. (1~75) "Report on. Ancient Beads fo~nd Near Hong Kong," in
Excavation Repqrts and Related Papers of Walter Schofield, JournaL
Monographs I, Hong Kong ArchaeologicaL Society, Hong Kong.
I
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Beads and Columbus' La~dfall: A Continuation
"I d~n't' think we cando any better than the beads," said CharLes Hoffman
'when defendihg San' Salvador (Watling Island) ~s the original landing place
_. of Columbus~ . : This.> is in reaction to the National Geographic Society's
. pronounceme'nt :that the more southeasterly Samana Cay was the landfalL site.
,The Society'~ ~vidence has not convinced everyone of Samana Cay's primacy.
Hoffman, who found native made sheLL disc beads on Samana Cay [Judge:580],
believes the gLass beads he found on San Salvador [see our discussion in
1(1):10-111.to be better proof of Columbus' presence. These beads have been
anaLyzed by Robert BriLL, who concluded that their Lead content indicated a
Spanish origin for them, aLthough not proving that Col~mbu~ actuaLLy brought
The .academic debate continues, and Little beads of gLass pLay an
them.
important r9Le in it.
Judge, Joseph. 1986 "Our Search for the True CoLumbus LandfaLL,"
National Geographic 170(5):566-99 and associated stories; November issue.
Wi Lford, JohnN •. 1986 "Experts Debate Theory on CoLumbus," New York Times
3 November, A18 •.
More 'on the Drawn
*

~

I~Chinesen

e

Curtain Beads

.'

acknowLedging E. Harris' gift of a seaLed package of Long t~buLar gLass
beads [1(2):10 "Packaged Beads"], we discussed the controversy over their
orlgln.
Fenstermaker and WilLiams [1979:pL. XXIV"1J~ cLaimed such beads
were found on Chinese curtains imported to the U.S.A •. earLy in the century.
Others doubted that the Chinese couLd draw or siLver the insides of beads.
Chinese drawn . beads, perhaps of some age [see the a.rticLe in this issue] are
no Longer in questioh, and the siLvering process (~~ed for mirrors) has also
bee~ docu~ented in China [Gray 1875:265-6].
"
ALthough the Chinese were abLe to make such beads,.it is stiLL not certain
they did. Our package is marked "Made in Japan." However, the Japanese are
known to have; packaged other countries' beads (~.g. Korea's), and marked
them "Japan."" Another piece of evidence strengthening the' Japanese case is
by KLamkin, who shows a "Christmas tree decoration made of ~egments of gLass
rods and metaLLic coated gLass beads" made in Occupied (post WorLd War II)
Japan [1976:fig. 451].
VisuaLLy, they resembLe our beads, both the opaque
and the iransLucent-siLvered types. Occupied Japan certainLy did not import
ConverseLy, it is not impossibLe that China
beads from war-ravaged China.
aLso made these~ead~ earLier in the century.
Fenstermaker, G.B. & ALice WilLiams. 1979 The Chinese Bead, Fenstermaker,
Lancaster, PA.
'
Gray, John Henry. 1875 Walks in the City of Canton, De Souza, Hong Kong.
KLamkin,Marian. 1976 Made in Occupied Japan: A Collector's Guide, Crown,
New York.

~hen

e

More Beads from the Bones of the Dead
Our Last issue discussed the use of human bones and teeth as ornament, an
ancient and widespread custom often practiced to honor the dead. Other
exampLes of the practice confirming our earLier 'observations have been
located while reading through the back issues of the JournaL of the (Royal)
AnthropoLogical Institute of Great Britain and IreLand (J(R)AIGBI>.
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More uses o~ human jaw bones are on record~ jaw bone' bracelets ~ere used
in New Guinea tComrie 1877:113].
At Pushila, British Hondoras (Belize), was
found, "A reniarkable bone pendant formed from the ascending rames of the
right mandible: of a human lower jaw.
The condyles' have been filed off and
just below the notch a hoLe has been pierced for suspension.
The exterjor
surface is covered with relief-carvings, the main fe~iure of which'is four
gLyphs arrange~ in a square." [Joyce 1929:446-7]'
The Ba-Mbalai (Zaire) aLLow onLy men to wear human teeth, with Leopard and
ape teeth, thelLatter usuaLLy'i~itations [Torday a~d Joyce 1905:402]. SheLL
imitations of humpn teeth for neckLaces and braceLets from New Zealand were
said to be a M~Lanesian practice [Skinner 1916]. On MalLicoLloIsLand, Fiji,
Goodenough sawia man with "a smaLL bone of a man's leg [sic] hanging in his
right ear as an ornament"; he traded it for a hatchet [1887:335-6]. As to
sociaL significance, wizards of the NyasaReg;on (MaLawi) made neckLaces for
their apprentices of human teeth, thumbs, eyes, nose, and privates, from the
stiLL-born of a relative of the pupiL, ,who couLd not be ,instructed until a
reLative of his was pregnant [Garbutt 1911:301]. The tooth necklaces from
the Gilbert islands were not from enemies; they were, gathered from
relatives' gra~es beneath the floor of the house. The necklaces, used for
dancing, were ~ade only of canines.
Some High Chiefs had necklaces said to
contain teeth lof Tem Mwea, the founder of the' dynasty nine generations
'before, indica~ing the age of this practice [Grimble 1921:47-8].
•
, This new ~ata extends the range of the practice with our first example in
the ~e~ World, I and the Melanesian origin of the custom in the Pacific.
It
also c'onfirms that it was most ly done in respect for the dead, and brings 'a
new element of Imagic'in'to it.
Comrie, Dr. 1877 "Anthropological Notes on New Guinea," JAIGBI 6.102-119.
Garbutt, H.W. 1911' "Witchcraft in Nyasa (Manganja) and Yao (Achawa)
,
Communicated by a Native," JRAIGBI 1.301-4.
Goodenough, Commodore. 1877 "Anthropological Miscellanea," JAIGBI 6:335-8.
Grimble, Art~ur. 1921 "From Birth to Death in the Gilbert Islands/'
JRAIGBI51:25-54.
'
Joyce, T'~A. 1929 "Report on the British Museum Expedition to British
Honduras, 1929)·' JRAIGBI 59:439-458.
.
, Skinner H.D.!1916 "Maori Necklace and Pendants of Human and Imitation
Teetn,'· Man 16: 80.
Torday, E. &:T.A. Joyce. 1905 "Notes on the Ethnography of the Ba-Mbala,"
JAIGBI 35:398-426.
1

Fair Prices fo~ Southern Afr;can Beads

•

In a twist to the old story, tribal people now sell their beads to trade~s,
who reselL the~ at huge markups. The !Kung San once received but $.15 tor a
neckLace of th~ir ostrich eggsheLL beads, which soLd in ~he cities for'$15.
In 1969, Bots~ana formed Botswanacraft, which pays t'~o-thirds of the retaiL
price to the n~tive makers [Lee 1979:425].
,
More recentL~ Operation Hunger has driven out the expLoitive traders from
the commerce iin the worLd-famous beadwork of the NdebeLe of KwaNdebele, a
South' At'ri can !'homeLand."
The women now se Ll the; r beadwork, some, of it
heirLoom, onLy to Dinah Mabudafhasi, who visits the weekLy Kwa-DLawuLale
market. This not onLy gives the desperateLy poor famiLies ready cash, (more
than US$50,000 jin the preceding six months),' but the p~ofits heLp feed some
10,000 malnouriished chi Ldren in the regionCJeffrey 1986:269-70] •
I
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Jeffrey, David 1986 "Pioneers in Their Own Land," National Geographic.
169(2):262-282.
Le,e~ Richard B. 1979 The tKung SaIl: Men, Women,and Work in a Foraging
, Society~ Cambr~dge U. Press, Cambridge.
The Be'ads of Rajneeshdom
As my Indian research i.s based in Poona, I am ofte~ asked about Bhagwan Sri
Rajneesh, who has a'large ashram there. Knowing this, Elizabeth Harris sent
me an article a'bout him. I have long been curious about their malas, wooden
be~d necklac.s with a pendant picture of the guru. T~e devotees make them,
~nd they are given by Rajneesh to each ne~ convert.
I could never obtain
on~, but t,he arti cLe often notes thei ruse.
Rajnee~h's f~~st ~evotee, Ma Yoga Laxmi, initiated tbe malas, as well as
thered/orange clothes for the sect; they were given out by the guru from
the beginning [part 1:78]. They evolved into social markers: when things got
tough in the nregon commune (Rajneeshpuram), visiting disciples had to add. a
special bead'on their malas to denote their exterior status [1:90]. On the
other hand, 'Ma Prem Sheela, who ran the commune, took to wearing malas with
peart ~r diamo~~ [1] beads [11:106].
The: maLas sy~boLized the faith, but for expediency, dis~ipLes teaching in
the public s~hooL tucked them inside their shirts to tonform to church-state
separation [11:87].' After SheeLa and her cohorts had fLed to Germany, the
guru'toLd fhe remnant of his following that it was no Longer necessary to
wear maLas' or orange cLothes.
They were burned in a bonfire, "but when
sannyasins appeared' without their maLas and in green o'r blue, he [Rajneesh]
chided them for- so easiLy giving up the symbols of attachment to him.
The
malas and th~ red clothes went back on." [II:110]
RajneeshwilL end up a footnote in history, and the maLas won't even rate
that, but their ups and downs are one more example of the roLes beads play,
even in the modern world.
FitzGerald, Frances (1986) "Rajneeshpuram," (2 parts) The New Yorker,
22 September (Part I) pp.46-96; 29 September (Part II) pp. 83-125.

CENTER FOR BEAD RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
Occasional Papers Series (8i x 11, 50 to 70 pp., iLlustrated)
1. A Survey of Beads in Korea $6.50
2. Chinese GLass Beads: A Review of the Evidence $7.50
3.' Beads and the Discovery of the New WorLd $8.50
Available Soon:
.
, Bead and Adornment Index to the NationaL Geographic 1971-1985 '
the CLassification and Cataloguing of Beads
~h~ Artkamedu Bead Census
•
New Reprint:
, The Beads that' D,id Not' Buy' Manhatten Island (1986)' New York History $3.50
'Also Available:
7 Titles in the World of Beads Monograph Series
3 Titles of the boxe'd Bead Collector Kits
Readings in Glass History Series
Other reprints and bead books imported from India
If you need a catalogue, let us know.
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